Surrealists and rejected certain of their favorite themes: love as a means to self-knowledge, the glorification of woman, the city as opposed to nature, the psycho-analytical technique of automatic writing and the repudiation of art in the accepted sense.
Au Château d'Argol is fundamentally the story of a quest, a form well suited to dramatizing the uncertainties besetting man about his origin and nature, his relationship to God, his place in society and the cosmos. It describes a moment in the individuation of a man whose search for identity and totality is brought about through a sexual differentiation and the resolution of the Oedipal conflict. A brief summary of the plot might be useful at this point. Albert, a reserved and idealistic young man with a passion for metaphysics, visits for the first time a castle he has just bought sight unseen. A friend, Herminien, who is described by the narrator as Albert's double and his opposite ("son double et son contraire," p. 46), soon joins him there, with a companion. The companion happens to be a woman, Heide, who, by falling in love with Albert, unwittingly breaks the union between the two men, a bond of a shameful or undefinable nature ("inqualifiable," p. 60), intense but deeply hostile. As the story unfolds, it becomes obvious that Albert must come to terms with the opposing unconscious drives in his nature. A shattering experience of unusual violence-a rape-opens the way to reestablishing, at least momentarily, a state of wholeness. In the end, as in most stories involving a double, Albert slays his "realistic" alter ego when he becomes conscious of his irremediable duality.
In Au Château d'Argol doubling is not only a fundamental trait on the syntactical and the semantic levels but it is also so compounded that the narrative resembles a kaleidoscopic pattern of multiple reflections. According to the studies pf Otto Rank, Ralph Tymms, and Robert Rogers on the subject, several elements are common to the Doppelganger novels.' Among them, a murderous antagonism between the Self and the double gives rise within the Self to an intense desire to penetrate the secret of his protagonist. Secondly, the individual is linked to his double by powerful, often quasi-erotic ties. Finally, the alter ego can be an effective means to a new self-consciousness. The meanings of the word double must include the mirror-image which faithfully reproduces, and the negative photographic image which both transforms and holds in latency; in Au Château d'Argol, Gracq makes use of both.
Because of the doubling technique, Au Château d'Argol lends itself to a polysemic reading. One first reacts to the description of an 2 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 8, Iss. 2 [1984] , Art. 9 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol8/iss2/9 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1145 incoercible passion, that of Herminien for Heide, and the no less strong attachment of Herminien and Albert for each other, thus noting a double tragic passion. A second level, a "demonic version of Parsifal" (in the words of the preface) leads to a refutation of the legend with destructive yet paradoxically constructive consequences.' Yet a third level focuses on the psychological crisis within the hero-the "final" resolution of doubleness (p. 46). A fourth level provides an answer to the philosophical question: What is man? Another might focus on the moral aspect of the "Event" (p. 133) and the correlative ideas of freedom and responsibility. These separate perspectives, like a Silenus or the jeu de boites, do not individually reveal the whole or provide definitive solutions to the hero's plight; indeed as in all of Gracq's novels, the game's worth lies more in the expectation of discovery than in the discovery itself, which more often than not leads to disappointment.
In this study, I will concentrate on the quantitative aspect of doubling and trace the more important variants of the technique: the mythological as well as the structural and stylistic doubles. From the preface on, and quite ironically, Gracq guides his reader inward to reflect on certain traditional myths, particularly the Christian dogma of the F all and Redemption. By placing his novel in relation to these structures, Gracq gives Argol a timeless dimension by which it becomes itself an exemplum, constituting a new myth, set in a surrealist perspective.4 Indeed, like Albert's rape of Heide, a re/action to and a re/enactment of Herminien's deed, the novel is a double contestation and reworking. As negative doubles, neither the rapes nor the archetypes and Gracq's version of them are identical in form and content to the original; they bear the difference which the individual stamps on his creative act. Yet although they are rejected, all the doubles will prove in some measure to be indispensable means to a new creation.
Mythological Doubles
The narrator's insistence on the plot's "inner character" (p. 72) and on the narrative perspective ("from the outside to the inside," p. 110) alludes to a dictee interieure, an introspection and a liberation. This inside view is more than a quest; it is an in/quest whose aim is exoneration or condemnation of a particular case. As various perspectives help construe a case, so do the mythological doubles.
All are mises en abyme of one another, mutually enriching and illuminating. At one point or other of history, these tentative formulations formed authoritative frames of reference. Yet they constitute, and are themselves subject to, diverse interpretations and aesthetic mutations. In this study the terms mythos and mythologies will be free from any derogatory connotations and will be used in accordance with Joseph Campbell's terminology in his study on creative mythology.'
Since philosophical systems aim at alleviating man's uncertainties about his nature and destiny, those mentioned in the novel are central to the quest; the Hegelian dialectics are particularly meaningful in this text.6 First, they constitute a mode of exploration and a quest-framework within which oppositions, pitted against one another, lead to a temporary synthesis and implicitly deal with the progressive, cyclical evolution in the human world. Secondly, more than most, they lead to a rather optimistic if untenable conclusion, in view of historical events at the turn of the century. The novel's search for harmony is made tangible in references to different ways of achieving or apprehending knowledge. The shattered mirror scene in the chapter entitled "La Chambre" illustrates the transformation undergone by Albert; it symbolizes the dangerous consequences of knowledge, even if acquired vicariously, while testifying to the force of mimetic desire.
The cathartic quality of philosophical systems is shared by what some might call the "mythology" of psychoanalysis and its therapy. No effort will be made here to choose between one psychoanalytical interpretation and another; rather we shall trace the impact of psychoanalytical theories on Diverse world-views and solutions have been advanced by religions. To the non-believer, they constitute speculative systems intent on relating man's origins with many psychological, social and eschatological implications. As systems of signs with symbolic structures and languages they constitute a socio-cultural phenomenon which has had a great influence in molding man's view of himself. While differing in their dogmatic content, all share an element of ritual representation, the object of which is a transcendent catharsis ( salva-tion). Except for one allusion to the Buddhist karma in the chapter entitled "Le Bain," most religious references can be linked to the Christian mythos. The ritual character of the first rape and its repetition allude to a communion in the act, reminiscent of the Eucharist, while the black mass quality of Albert's visit to Heide's room in the chapter entitled "La Chambre" is exemplary among many episodes or images. These allusions are central to the novel's theme: a formulation of man's essence, "a materialization of a finality without the representation of its end" (italicized in the text, p. 103), which goes against the open end of the Christian world-view. The preface specifically singles out the problem of man's salvation or more "concretely" (p. 8) , that of the Savior and the Destroyer as the novel's main objective. The ambivalence of the title's preposition au (meaning "in the direction of" and the "place where something takes place") reflects the progress of the quest and the site of the salvation, while hinting at the end of the novel (a personal judgment free from authorities and dogmas, achieved in a mythical place, away from society). The preface had clearly placed the novel in a Surrealist perspective, that movement being known for its sometimes violent aversion toward Christianity, even though it was deeply conditioned by it. Similarly the "Christian and Judaic mythos" linked to previous mythological texts attests to a continuum of thought in spite of an apparent innovation. 9 Myths have obviously played a prominent role in exploring the enigmas of man's existence. Be they considered as dramatizations of the interior life or as hypotheses and tentative interpretations of these aspects, myths constitute a reflective and cathartic perspective by offering a pattern of action, the transgression of a taboo imposed by an authoritative figure. Gracq's allegorical representation of a quest for knowledge rests upon several traditional myths-Pygmalion, Narcissus, and Oedipus. In the last example, both the episode of the Sphinx and that of the killing of the Father serve to illustrate Albert's crisis of identity. Traditional mythological themes have been and still are the source of much modern art. Art, to quote Joseph Campbell, performs the first function of mythology: "To transport the mind in experience past the guardians-desire and fear-of the paradisal gate to the tree within the illuminated gate."'° Not only does the juxtaposition of primitive and more modern artistic expressions in the novel emphasize their common cathartic intention, but, more important, it places Au Château d'Argol at the confluence of tradition and the novel's own organization. The innumerable cultural references or Albert's thirst for knowledge. Music, as a system of relations conducive to myth-making and as another language, has a definite place in this search for unity; for not only has Wagner's musical interpretation of the legend given rise to controversy, but the musician's use of leitmotifs has also established a pattern of echoes similar to the one created by the doubles in Gracq's text. Herminien's improvisation on the organ which leads to a "virile" solution to the crisis is a non-verbal quest that duplicates the novel's erratic progress and the fluidity of consciousness itself. The reference to the Darer miniature, on the other hand, stresses the change of focus in the characters' importance, Amfortas replacing Parsifal as the hero of the legend (p. 163), as Herminien does in the novel. The references to alchemy, the tarot (p. 134), and the Bestiary betray an effort to include diverse systems of interpretation and formulation in the search for knowledge." This dialogue of texts also points to the several subjective levels of the reading of reality-the characters', the narrator's, the reader's-and the multiple interpretations they gave rise to, and still do, versions of versions of versions so to speak.
This aspect of mirroring is enhanced by the presence of a narrator who, like a medieval meneur de jeu, directs the narrative through various signals (innuendoes, double-entendres, premonitory hints, and direct reminders) to the reader, from whom he later dissociates himself. He represents an ironic mode of interpretation, acting as a counterbalance to the obvious subjectivity of the narrative perspective and even, one may venture to say, adding at times a parodic slant to it, as if the narrator himself did not believe in his own tale; the hyperbolic descriptions of the characters (p.19)-6 la Lavater-are striking examples of such a distance." Moreover, the aloofness of the omniscient narrator hints at the pre/destination of the tale which is not without relevance to the Genesis myth. One can single out two passages early in the novel which show how the author guides the reader towards a precise perspective. The clause, " . . . in the strictest acceptation, as previously indicated, of the word-recognition" (p. 21) , compels the reader to think back on his reading, to recall perhaps the preface and the author's reasons for valuing the conventional decor of the Gothic novel ("a presence conducive to a sense of security" or presence securisante) because of its familiarity. This reminder punctuates the interaction between reader and storyteller which the latter thus monitors as a verification de contact." Another example is to be found in the chapter entitled "Heide": "bonds, be that as it may, quite beyond words (inqualifiable) and against which the reader is sufficiently forewarned or prejudiced" (prevenu, p. 60). Like the impersonal pronoun in the previous example, the definite article exemplifies the distance and the depersonalization at play throughout the novel, which is intended to provide a clear and objective perspective, yet the adverb suggests a slight condescension toward the manipulated reader and his values. A similar depersonalization is undergone by the characters being known by their first names only, without any familial or social background, and by the use of the third-person narrator, the nonperson of Benveniste.'4 Moreover, since Au Château d'Argol is the maiden novel of a fledgling novelist who writes under a pseudonym but is never completely anonymous, it would seem that the ironic slant expresses the author's criticism of his own affabulation and his distance from it. Thus Au Château d'Argol also reflects the narcissistic quality of art and its cathartic effect on the artist. To be true to himself, the artist must break the silence of routine, sever his ties to mentors and tradition, and detach himself from the events which may have been in some measure at the source of the work. Art constitutes a double, similar but not identical to an individual's experience, and at the same time a selfmutilation, a liberation, a secular salvation.
The multiplying effect of the mise en presence of ancient and not so ancient myths ( One form of imagery is frequently used as a front for another. For instance, under the guise of the Gothic novel and its paraphernalia, for which the author admits a definite predilection, conventions of the nineteenth-century German Doppelganger novels are at play in Argol. Such characteristics as shadow, secret, mirror-image, inversion, subversion, metamorphosis-physical as well as moral-and destruction are apparent to the reader. Like myths or dogmas, both genres are meant to act as security devices for the reader because of their predictability.
As structural doubles, the two rapes seem to be mirror-images of each other; however, Albert's deed is only a re/action of (as an instance of mimetic desire) and a re/action against the crime of Herminien (to destroy the newly formed couple Herminien-Heide)." Nature acts as a constant symbol of man's "animality" and unpredictability; the forest in particular is a metaphor for man's unconscious or evil impulses (e.g., the storm episode over Storrvan, p. 33). The light metaphor and the various degrees by which light is absorbed or interpretee (i.e., reflected, refracted and transmitted, according to the laws of optics, p. 29) leads to an endless association of meanings, one of which being the translatio, both a passage beyond and a transformation of a specific content, a photosynthesis, a psychosynthesis, an aesthetic or dialectical synthesis, all occuring through the mind's illumination. The temporal structure includes an undetermined dimension (a legendary, mythical Brittany) and a modern one (references to an automobile and bathroom, p. 32), thus achieving another a-temporal dimension. The function thus of myths, religions, art, psychoanalysis in the novel was to provide many lights to be interpreted by the mind, and to be transmitted back out in a personal fashion.
The disposition of the blank pages between the ten chapters and the focalization of the chapters' titles, unique in Gracq's novels, delineate clearly the structure of the story. Within the chapters, often doublets of one another,17 the repetition of scenes, images, and words acting as quotations of one another, from page to page or even within a single page and paragraph or sentence, creates an echo which works obsessively on the reader's mind. In the following example the color red and its connotations contrasts with the general black/white setting, and announces the violence of the exchange between the protagonists:
The long, low dining room was lined with sheets of red copper with quadrilateral crystal mirrors set in them: one massive piece of solid copper formed the The dynamism of the narrative is further destroyed by the stasis of the explanatory passages and the numerous descriptions which by their sheer beauty tend to distract and sidetrack the reader. As tableaux, they give an idea of an enlargement of time even though they are examples of immobilized time in a novel which encompasses many historical periods and their respective quests. Gracq The repeated use of intransitive verbs like "seem," "appear," or "ought to," generally in the negative form, implies a necessity, an intention, a probability, and a supposition, as well as creates a pervasive feeling of powerlessness and vagueness. Similarly the recurrence of the adjective "fatal" and equally suggestive adjectivesirremediable, inexorable, indelible, secret, taboo, fanatic, "tenebreux"-alludes to overpowering malevolent bonds. This is further enhanced and dramatized by the recurrence of the verbs "see," "know," and "dare," the latter mostly in the negative form, which bespeaks a need of transgression. Typical of Gracq's style, the use of the pluperfect subjunctive (il eat voulu, it eat du, it eat fallu, etc.) instead of the past conditional, underlines a subjectivity, potentiality, and irreality which echo the hypothetical nature of the other doubles, while it also concretizes the impossibility of achieving one's intent."
These stylistic devices imitate the uncertain and dangerous progress of the quest (progression, regression, or a movement in a staccato form), reflecting Albert's individuation, sexual or other, and represented in the dream's image by the dance of the parallel bars. As a rhetorical device, anaphora performs several functions. It undermines the cause and effect relation, for in nature no phenomena being exactly alike can have identical consequences. It also points to a didactic narrative direction by helping to control and orient the reading. Finally, it creates an obsession and urgency within the reader.
An element of surprise which interrupts the narrative's linearity is introduced in minute decalages semantiques, such as "la for& n' avait pas dit son premier mot" (p. 31), which transforms the implied threat of the idiomatic expression (dernier) into an allusion to a birth: like a new-born, Allan (or the forest with the symbolic connotation of the Unconscious) has not come to life, that is to say, spoken its cry. The adjective is italicized and therein lies an additional element of distraction, since italicization suggests the existence of another semantic level. By its overall effect, italicization is metonymic." It visually stresses the spatiality of the word, usually lost in the narrative flow as well as its autonomy-the word as object-and its mobility. Intellectually it invites the reader to move from the accepted meaning of the word and to proceed from the analysis of it to a reading encompassing the totality of its meanings. As a graphic accentuation, it separates the word from its context, thereby illustrating the organic quality of language, in some measure self-generating. Thus it reflects the novel itself-an echo of many echoes. Yet, more often than not, italicization leads nowhere. It acts as a false poteau indicateur (p. 9), adding nothing to the meaning of the sentence. By pointing out the dynamics of the word-sign it also mistakenly allows the reader to feel he has become a creator of sorts of the novel. Since the italicized word needs to be decoded, as do the literary allusions which more or less overtly appear in the narrative, the reading becomes an active re-animation of the text. Thus a connection between italicization and irony, based upon a basic questioning and distanciation, brings us back full circle to an enriching doubling."
The same play of oppositions and contradictions drawing to a visual or mental concordia, real or imaginary, occurs also in the sentence structure, as in l'instantane longuement retenu (p. 143), resulting in an apparent annulment of the meaning. In this context of the ambivalence of language and of destructive double-talk and silence (the absence of dialogues or monologues), one can fathom the dramatic importance of the jamais plus, uttered at the height of Albert's despair and frenzy. It is tantamount to a rape of silence.
The event of the tale is transformed into an Event by the use of the definite past, which stresses the formal and historical quality of the narrative and echoes the collective significance of mythologies. Yet there are examples where the present tense insinuates itself into the sentence (e.g., p. 34), thereby focusing on the present perspective and sharpening the eye on the here and now. Rather than being a present historique, this juxtaposition of tenses actualizes the event and asserts its everlasting relevance, reminding the reader that the event has already taken place. This individual conscience actuelle is analogous to the mythological doubles in the larger meaning of the word, spatially mis en abyme in Herminien's library. All are intensifiers of one another.
Argol's Perspective
In this dramatization of man's destiny all doubles combine to illustrate a spanning of time and a fusion of elements, forming a historical backdrop to Albert's search. Their combined effect constitutes a deferment or a questioning of meaning and certitude
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 8, Iss. 2 [1984] , Art. 9 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol8/iss2/9 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1145 central to the Surrealist movement. The reader, swept along by a highly poetic prose and confronted at other times by scenes of poignant pain, comes to resemble the hero (p. 121). He is led to wonder whether a resolution of the doubles is possible or whether the precarious coexistence prevalent in the novel will be perpetuated. While the novel mediates the tensions and provides the locus for the harmonization of the other doubles, a union of the psychological/spiritual doubles would seem to be found in a double death. But, as in the novel where the perspectives opened by philosophy, psychoanalysis, religion, archetypes and art are initially rejected in the formulation of a new reflection and yet remain inseparable from it, similarly the hero both accepts and rejects his double and grows in awareness of self, even though death cancels out any gains in consciousness.
Thus doubling is essential to the novel as a whole-an adaptation and dramatization of archetypal quests.Using Kant's formula the narrator describes Herminien as a "materialization of a finality without a foreseeable end"( italics in the original, p. 103). He represents Man and the power of negativity which dispels self-delusion and indoctrination. He constitutes the informing spirit, very precisely "a lute being both its string and its voice" (p. 104), i.e., the means and the result of the creative act. The two episodes of the chapter entitled "Chapel of the Abysses" are therefore central to Albert's metamorphosis: the Narcissus episode materializes the sexual nature of his inner conflict (the ring and the dagger) and his fascination for his inverted image, i.e., his realist self represented by Herminien; the musical improvisation on the organ ( 
